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1. !ntroJuction 
An important goal of computational complexity theory according to Blum [7, p. 
597, 4] is "to characterize those partial recursive functions and recursively 
enumerable sets having some given complexity properties, and to do so in terms 
which do not involve the notion of complexity". A partial recursive (p.r.) function 
or equivalently a recursivel.y enumerable (r.e.) set A which has a fastest program 
a.e. (modulo some recursivc function) is called honspeedable and its degree and 
structure t:ave been studied first by Blum and Marques [7] and later by Soare [24] 
who gave an "information content" characterization i  terms of index sets resem- 
bling the jump operator (namely A is nonspeedable if and only if ft, is semi-low~, 
namely {e: We "~/[ #0} -'~-~'). 
Blura thea asked [5, 6] for a classification of those p.r. functie.n~ or r.e. sets A 
which in~tead of a single fastest program possess an r.e. co,~piexity sequence, 
namely a computable sequence of programs cofinal in the running times of all 
programs f6r A. We give an information content characterization f such a set A in 
terms of a certain lowness property (,~, semi-iowa.5, namely {e: Wer~,~ 
"nfinite} ~<r 0") analogous to the nonspeedable case, and from this lowness charac- 
terization we derive results in Section ,t on the degree and structure of such a set A. 
Thc ser~fi-low~.5 sets arise naturally and independently in recursion theory when 
studyir:g the structure of r.e. sets, and our structure results ir~ Section 4 also have 
interest from a purely recursion theoretic viewpoint. For exampie, a striking result 
of Lachlan [1 i, Theorem 4] is that if an r.e. coinfinite set A is lowz then A has a 
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maximal superset B. We can derive the same conclusion from the hypothesis "A is 
" w " "  "A  a sem~-lo 1.5 m place of is low2", and we can simultaneously strengthen the 
conclusion by replacing "B  is maximal" by "~*(B)-~ ~" ,  where ~ is an arbitrary 
:t V3-B0ole~ [12~ p. 21] and where ~(B)  is the 
and Blum [3]. Let {cpi: i ¢ co} be an 
acceptable numbering of the pmia l  recursive (p,r.) functions, and for every i let l~ 
be the d6main of ~,~. Let ~"  denote the class of all total recursive functions 
mapping o~ ~ --, ~o. _...~,,- ,..,jo,',,' ;. and s, .Wi., ={x" (3t<~s)[d(t)=(x, i)]} where d is some 
fixed I to I recu~sive function whose range is .k'0 = {(x, i): x ¢ B~}. Such a fus~ction d 
will be called a simuleaneous enumeration. Unless otherwise noted A, = IV~.~ where 
e is some unspecified but fixed index for A. Let A -B  be the set {x" x ~ A at~a 
x~B}. We write A c* B if A -B  is finite and A =* B i fA c*  B and B _c* A. If ,,~ 
is finite then ]A] denotes its cardinality and hence if A is infinite then IA[ > [Bi 
implies B is finite. Let ".'4°°x" abbreviate "there exist infinitely many x", and let 
'"¢'~x" and "a.e. x"  both abbreviate "for all but finitely many x". 
Bium [5, 6, 7] defined an r.e. set A to be nonspeedable if it has a fastest program 
a.e. modulo some recursive cost function h, and speedable otherwise. More pre- 
cisely, 
Definition L ! .  (B!um.) An r.e. set A is nonspeedabie if there exists h ~ ~2 and i 
such that W~ = A and 
(Vj)[Wj =A ~ cPi(x)<~h(x, ~Pl(x)) a.e.]. 
Purely recursion theoretic characterizations of nonspeedable sets were dis- 
covered by Blum and Marques [7, Theorem 3.2] and independently by Morris [17~ 
"~heorem 3.1]. Later Soare [24] proved that an r.e. set A is nonspeedable if and 
only i f / i  is semi-low1, namely H.~ ~<T if, where I:l~={e: Wen~,#O}. This "in- 
formation content" index set characterization was used to simplify and generalize 
results on nonspeedable and speedable sets. 
For an r,e. set A failing to have a single fastest program, Meyer and Fischer [ 16, 
p. 59] suggested that "" ~ might be possible to find a computable sequence of p.r. 
functions which are cofinal in the running times of all programs for A. We shall call 
such sequences Meyer-Fischer r.e. complexity sequences to distinguish them from 
the other types of r.e. complexity sequences we shall be considering. 
Definition 1.2. (Meyer-Fischer.) An r.e. set A has a Meyer-Fische= r.e. complexity 
sequet~ce if there is a o- ~ ~ 1 st, oh that for every i, 
(1) Woo) = A, and 
(2) tV~ =A =,~(3j)[¢¢~i)(x)~< ¢}i(x) a.e.], and 
(3) (3k)[Wk = A and CPk(X)<~p~ti)(X) a.e]. 
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It is not hard to see that condition (1) in the definition is unnecessary. For assume 
we have a sequence or satisfying conditions (2) and (3). Then a new sequence a can 
be defined such that each ¢,,0, on argument x is computed by simulating some fixed 
program for A and then defining tp~0)(x)= ',- ¢,~,)t , ) if x ~ A a:ad letting ~p~(,)(x) be 
undefined otherwise. The sequence a men satisfies all three conditions. 
Blum [5] showed that recursive sets have Meyer-Fischer r.e. complexity 
sequences. He also showed that not all r.e. sets have Meyer-Fischer r.e. complexity 
sequences by proving that no creative set can have such a sequence. In the course of 
this proof, Blum introduced a different notion of an r.e. complexity sequence. A
somewhat generalized (and imprecise) version of this notion can be summarized as 
follows: We say that an r.e. set A has an r.e. complexity sequence if there is a 
or ~ ~ ~ and an h E ~ z such that for every i, 
Wcto "resembler," A, [1 !) I , . t .  
and 
= A ~ (::li)[O,,.(i)(x)<~ h(x, ~,(x)) a.e.], (1.2) 
and 
(::lk)[Wk =A and ~k(X)<~h(x, ~,,(i)(x)) a.e. on A]. (1.3) 
According to this notion an r.e. set A has an r.e. complexity sequence if there is a 
sequence of programs fo~' r.e. sets .,.~ of which "resemble" A in the same way (this 
is made precise below) and whose running times form upper and lower bounds 
(modulo some h) on the running times for all programs for A. Because of the 
presence of the cost factor h and tt~e use of the running times of the sequence 
elements rather than their function values, this notion is more analogous to the 
notion of nonspeedability. In particular, it has the advantage over the Meyer- 
Fischer definit:~on of being clearly measure-independent (assuming "resembles" in 
(1.1) i~ givee~ a strictly recursion theoretic meaning). 
We shuW~ interpret condition (1.1) of this definition variously as W,~,)=A, 
W,,0) =* A, and W~,to___ A, and will call the resulting complexity sequences type 0, 
type 1, and type 2, respectively. Notice that in condition (1.3) we specify "a.e. oa 
A"  ralher than simply "a.e." This is because in condition (1. i) we may want W~t,~ 
to re.,emble A in some way which still allows infinitely many members of W~t;~ to 
be in ~'-[. In that case, _.~.. would automatically fail in condition (1.3). For the type 
0 and type 1 r.e. complc:dtv sequences "a.e. on A"  may be replaced by "a.e." 
without loss of generaliiwj~ Iv fact, for the type 0 and type 1 r.e. complexity 
seque:lces condition (1.3)will be seen to be ~edundant, wlfile for the typc 2 r.e. 
complexity sequences condition (1.1) will be redundant. In each definition, 
however, we will state all three conditions so that the parallel nature of the 
definitions will remain obvious. 
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Type 2 r.e. complexity sequences will not be developed here but rather by 
Demmso, i~ t-] along with other results on computational complexity of r.e. sets 
and measure-independence i  the sense of Blum [6]. There Bennison verifies a 
conjecture of Meyer that the Meyer-Fischer definition of an r.e. complexity 
sequence isnot measure, independent, and therefore, unilike the type 0, type 1, and 
type 2*r.e. complexity .sequences, cannot have a recursion theoretic charac- 
terization. 
Let r.e.c.s, abbreviate "r.e. complexity sequence". In Section 2 we prove that an 
r.e. set has a type 0 r.e.c.s, if and only if A is nonspeedable, i.e. ~, is semi-low1. 
Hence the degrees and structure of such sets have already been classified. 
I ,  Section 3 we prove that an r.e. set has a type 1 r.e.c.s, if and only if .~ is 
semi-lowl.s, namely FINg ~<1 FIN, where FIN~ ={e: We r~A is finite} and F IN= 
FINs. Furthermore, A has a type 1 r.e.c.s, i~,Jst if A has an effective type. - e.c.s. 
in the obvious sense. We exhibit an r.e. set A possessing a type ! but no type 
r.e.c.s. (i.e. A is speedable). The intuition is that an r.e. set A possessing a type 1 
r.e.c.s, is close to being nonspeedable which :Ln turn is close to being recursive bot[~ 
in structure and degree, as we shall see in Section 2. 
In Section 4 we use this semi-lowLs index set characterization to derive results on 
r.e. sets A possessing a type I r.e.c.s. We prove that an r.e. degree a contains an r.e. 
set A with no type 1 r.e.c.s, if and only i~ a '> 0', and that a coinfinite r.e. set A 
possessing a type I r.e.c.s, cannot be maximal or even finitely strongly hypersimple 
although A can be dense simple and A always has a maximal superset. The last 
result, whose proof is rather complicated, is analogous to Lachlan's major result 
[11, Theorem 4] where the hypothesis "A is semi-lowl.s" is replaced by "A is 
low2". (These two hypotheses are mutually independent.) We also show that the 
effectively speedable sets introduced by Blum [4, 7] are very far from possessing a 
type 1 r.e.c.s, because their weak double iump FIN~ has the highest possible 
1-degree 0 °) (instead of the lowest possible degree 0 <2) as in the semi-lowL5 
case), 
The lowness and semi-lowness properties arise naturally in the study of the 
structure and degree of an r.e. set. For a set S (not necessarily r.e.) define 
H s= {e: W s # 0} and FINS= {e: W s is finite}. It is well-known that H s S' --1 and 
FIN s -1S"  where S' and S" are the usual jump and double jump of S [19, p. 236]. 
A set S is lowt if H s <~r ff and low2 if FIN s ~<T FIN, namely if S' (respectively S") 
has the lowest possible degree. Often theorems proved about low sets (for exaanple, 
Robinson [18, Theorem 5.3], Jockusch [10, Theorem 6.1 ], or S,~are [23]) general- 
ize to semi-low sets which are defined in terms of the following weaker jump and 
double jump operators Hs ={c: fl/e nS  #0} and FINs ={e" We nS  is finite}. A set 
S is semi-lew~ if Hs <~TH s and semi-low2 if FINs ~<r FIN. It is easy to see that 
Hs <~! H s and FINs <~t FIN r. Hence, S low~ implies S semi-low~, for n = 1 or 2, 
but neither converse holds [24] because very r.e. degree contains an r.e. set A s.t. 
is semi-low~ and hence semi-low2. 
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A set S is semi-lowl.s if FINs ~<~ FIN. (The corresponding condition low~.5 of 
F iN s ~<1 FIN is equivalent to low~ by [19, p. 2"~5].) It is obvious that 
S semi-!owl =~ S semi-low~.5 ~ S semi-!ow2 
but we shall see that the converses fail even for co-r.e, sets. Scmi-'.c,v.: 5 sets also 
arise in connection with automorphisms of g', the lattice of r.e. sets under inclusion 
[23]. Let g'(S)denote the lattice {W c~S: We g'} under inclusion. Let *(S)____~rr g, 
denote that there is an isomorphism ~ from ,g'(S) to g' which is effective in the 
sense that there is a recursive permutation h of o) such that tp" (We ~S)  =* Wh(~)for 
all e e w. Soare [23] has shown that 
S semi-lowt :~ ~(S) ~-*~ g' => S semi-low~..~. 
(The second implication is trivial, while the first uses the automorphism achinery 
of [22]. It is unlikely that the converse of either implication holds.) It is unknown 
whether there is any complexity theoretic haracterization f an r.e. set A such that 
is semi-lowz, although all maximal sets have this property. 
2. Charm.-terization of r.e. sets possessing type 0 r.e. complexity sequences 
Interpreting "resembles" to mean "equals" in (1.1), we obtain the definition of 
what we will call a type 0 r.e. complexity sequence. 
Definition 2.1. An r.e. set A has a type 0 re. complexity sequence if there is a 
o" e Ot 1 and an h e ~o~2 such that for eve:ty i, 
(1) W~c) -A ,  
(2) W~=A =*,(3])[~(;)(x)<~h(x, cki(x)) a.e.], 
(3) , (3k)[Wk=A and ~k(x)~h(x,  4~,,(:)(x))a.e. on A]. 
Furthermore, A has an effective type 0 r.e. complexity sequence if the j in (2) can be 
found effectivaiy from the', index i for A, or, in other words, if (2) can be replaced by 
the conditk" a
(2') W, =A =>O,o>(x)~h(x, q~i(x)) a.e. 
(Note tb.at (3)is clearly redundant given (1)and (2).) 
Intuitively, an r.e. set ,A has a type 0 r.e. complexity sequence if there is an r.e. 
sequence of programs for A which form a set of lower bounds (modulo some ~: ) for 
all pos,dble running times for pro~,rams for A. Clearly if A is nonspc::dablc then A 
has a type 0 r.e. complexity sequence. Proposition 2.2 shows that the converse is 
also trae. I,et EMPA ={i: W~ c~A =0}. (Note that EMPA is the complement of H~.) 
Propofition 2.2. I f  A is an r.e. set, then the following a;e equivalent: 
(1) A has a type 0 r.e. complexity sequence, 
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(2) A h~s: :~ct ive  type:O r.e, complexity sequence, 
(3) A is nons~edable, 
(4) Hz ":.r if.c. is semi-lowx), 
definitiOns: 
t26] andEMP~=H,~.  Then since 
Ollows from Corollaryl(b) of Rogers 
[19,  p.  2551!. • 
(1)~(5) :  We are given ~re~a and hE~ 2 sat':sfying the three conditions of 
Definition 2.1. For every i, let W~o)=A~ W~ and let f~  ~ be a I to 1 recursive 
function such that for every i, 
V¢~¢o = {n" ('4] < n)(3x) 
[x ~ W#¢o an d @~,o)(x) > h(x, :¢~pc,)(x) and ~,,¢i~(x) >n ]}. 
We claim that EMP~, ~<~ FIN via f. For if i ~EMP~ then W~0)-A, so that by 
Definition 2.1 there is a / such that O,,¢o(x)<~ h(x, O#¢o(x)) for all but finitely many 
x. Let 
D = {x: x ~ W~co and ¢~,,ci~(x) > h (x, ¢~o)(x))}, 
and let no = max{~,,o)(x): x e D}. We know no exists since D is finite and Wpco = 
Wco)fA~ Therefore, for all n >max{no,/}, n~ Wfo). So f(i)~ FIN. 
On the other hand, if ig EMPx then there is an x e W~co- A. For this x and for 
every ] and n, ~,,o)(x)>h(x, ~po)(x)) and ~,,ci)(x)> n. So/( i )~FIN. O 
Coroila~-ies 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 follow irr~aediately frona previous results of Blum 
[7], Marques [7, I4,  15], o r  Soare [24, Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.3] on 
nonspeed~ble s ts, and are included here without proof. They will be seen to have 
analogues in our results on type 1 and type 2 r.e, complexity sequences. 
Corollary 2.3. Every r.e. degree contains a set which has a type 0 r.e. complexity 
sequence. 
Coirollary 204. An r.e. degree a contains a set which has no type 0 r.e. complexity 
~equence if and only if a' > 0'. 
Cmmilary 2.5. f f  an r.e. set ~4 has a type 0 r.e. complexity sequence then A is not 
maximal or even finitely strongly hypersimple, but A has a maximal superset. 
However, there are simple, hypersimple, even strongly dense simple sets which 
have ,type 0 r.e' complexity sequences. (1~ie definitions of the various classes of sets 
mentioned here will be given ]ustpriol to Theorem 4.6.) 
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3. Characterization of r.e. sets possessing type 1 r.e. complexity sequences 
Our definition of a type 0 r.e. complexity sequence is too strong in that it applies 
only to sets which already have a single fa test program modulo some h. We next 
relax :,ar restrictions on the elements of an r.e. compleyity sequence by requiring 
only W,,o) =* A instead of W,,o) = A. (It is easy to show that. without loss of 
generality, we may assume W~,o)D_A.)The condition W~(o =* A is natural from 
the point of view of general complexity theory which is concerned primarily with 
the a.e. properties. 
Definition 3.1. Any r.e. set A has a type i r.e. complexity sequence if there is a 
tre ~ ~ and an h ~ ~2 such that for every i, 
(1) W~0)=* A, 
(2) Wi = A ",-~ (3])[~,o)(x)~ h(x, fbi(x)) a.e.], 
(3) (3k)[Wk = A and ~k(X)~ h(x, ~t,)(x))a.e. on A]. 
Furthermore, A has an effective type 1 r.e. complexity sequence if the / in (2) can be 
found effectively from the index i for A, or, in other words, if (2) can be replaced by 
the condition 
(2') W/=A =g~ ,o) (x)~h(x,  ~i(x)) a.e. 
(Lemma 3.2 will imply that condition (3) is redundant given conditions (1) and 
(2).) 
The main result of this section is contained in Theorem 3.4. We show that the 
sets having type 1 r.e. complexity sequences are the same as the r.e. sets A for 
which FINa ~<1 FIN, namely A, is semi-lowx.,~. 
Before stating Theorem 3.4 we rrcve the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 3.2. For e:,ery r.e. set A there is an ho ~ ~2 such that 
(Vt)[i a FIN,~ =¢, (::l/)[ W/= A and ~, (r)~< ho(x, ~(x) )  a.e.]]. 
Proof° Le; D,  be the finite set witk canonical index n as in [19, p. 70]. Let 
W,,(i.,) = A u (W~ -D , , )  and define the function H ~ ~'~ by 
'if ~ i (x )=z  and x~D,., 
H(x, z, i., n)= 0 otherwise. 
H is r~cursive since if ~(x )  is defined then ~,(i.,,)(x) is defined unless x ~ D,. Next 
define the recursive function ho ~ ~2 by 
ho(x, z)=max{H(x,  z, i, n): i, e, ~.r}. 
Then for any i, 
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and for this n and for all x I> i, n, 
ho(x, ¢,,(x)). 
So let ] =a(i, n), and we are done. El 
The next lewana is the analogue for the semi-lowLs case of the Limit Lemma [20, 
p, 29] which implies that if .4 is semi-low~, i.e., H,i<~ r 0', then there is a recursive 
function g¢9~ 2 such tha~t ~(i)=lim~g(i,s) for all i and ~ is the characteristic 
function of H~. 
Lemma 3.3. For any re. set A, FIN,,x ~<1 FIN (24 is semi-lowLs) it' and only i]' ther,: 
exists a g ~ ~2 a 0-1 valued function such that for every i, liras g(i, s) exists and 
lim~ g(i, s) = 1 ::~ i e FIN,,x, and 
lira, g(i, s )= 0 ~ i ~ H,~. 
Proof. (=,,): Note that "FIN,s, ~1 FIN" is clearly equivalent tO "FIN~ is r.e. in K"  
by [19~ p. 255] because K '  --=~ FIN [19, p. 326]. But H~x is always r.e. in K, and 
clearly H~iuFIN~=to.  By the reduction theorem [19, p. 72] relativized to K 
choose a K-re'cursive set R such that R c FIN,~ and/~ _ H,i. By the Limit Lemma 
i 
[20~ p. 29] choose a recursive function g(i, s) such that ~(i) = lim~ g(i, s) exists for 
all i, and ~ is the characteristic function of R. 
(<=:): Conversely given g we can produce ~ and R as above, thus 
INFx_c/~ and EMP~i___R, 
where I NF,~=to--FIN,~ and EMP,~=to-H,s ,={e:  Wec~fi,=0}. Let 
{x:x ~ We and x ~- n }. Now 
e ~ FIN,~ <,, Wc c~ ~ finite 
wk(,..) = 0] 
¢~(3n)[k(e ,n)~R] ,  by (4.2). 
~Vk(e,n) =
Hence FIN~, is 21 in K, thus r.e. in K, whence FINg ~<~ FIN. I--1 
Theorem 3.4. f f  A is an i.e. set then the following are equivalent: 
(1) A has a type 1 r.e. complexity sequence, 
(2) A has an effective type 1 r.e. complexity sequence, 
(3) FIN,~ ~ < 1 FIN (i.e., ~{ is semi-low~.,i). 
Proof. (2)=~ (1): This is trivial. 
(1) =~ (3): We are given the recursive functions or ~ ~ 1 and h e ~ 2 of Definition 
3.1. Let h0 ~ ~2 be the recursive function of Lemma 3.2. We may assume without 
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l oss  o f  - "*" generaa, j  that both h0 and h are monotonically incraasing in their second 
arguments. Let  h~=hoho, i.e., h:(x,z)=h(x, ho(x,z)). Let fe~l  be a i to 1 
recursive function such that for every t, 
Wr(o = {n  (vi  < n)[l{x" 4, , ,~(x)> hi(x, q0,~x))}i > n]}. 
We claim that F INx~<~FIN via f. For if Wa~ ~ is finite then 
(3j)[~,,o}(x)<~hl(x,~i(x)) a.e.], which implies that for almost all x, [xe 
W~ =}, x ~ W,,m]. But W, ti ~ =* A, so it must be the ¢ase that I11'~ (I A is finite. 
On the other hand, if W~ c~ A is finite then by L,:mma 3.2 there exists a k such 
that W~ =A and ~k(x)~ho(x, q~(x)) a.e. Since Wk = A bythe definition of o- there 
is a/" such that ~,,o}(x)<-h(x, ~k(X)) a.e. So ~P~o~(x)<~hi(x, -~i(x)) a.e. and there- 
fore W¢(o is finite. 
~2 (3)=:> (2): Let ho~ ~2 and g ~ be the rectlrsive functions of Lemmas 3.2 aiid 
3.3, respectively, and let ~r e ~:  be a recursive function such ,hat for every i, 
W,(o={x" xe  W~ and g(i,x)= 1}wA. 
Since W~ o A infinite implies g(i, x)= 0 for almost all x, we know that for every i. 
W,m} =* .~. Define the recursive function H ~ ~3 by 
{qb~,(i}(x) if q0~(x)= z and g(i,x)= I, 
H(x, z, i )=  0 otherwise. 
Let h~ E ~2 be the recursive function defined by 
hi(x, z)= max{H(x, z, i): i ~< x}. 
If Wi=A then hm, g(i,s)= 1 and sa ~(o(x)<~h~(x, ~(x)) for all x->-'~..-::r~, XO}, 
where x0 is the least integer such t~at for all s > Xo, g(i, s) = I. 
Now since each W~(o =* A, we 1,now by Lemma 3.2 that for every i t>,cre is a k 
such ~hat Wk =A and Cbk(X)--. <ho(x,eb~i~(x)) a.e. So define h(x,z)= 
max{ho(x,z),h:(x,z)}. Then o- and h together define an effective type 1 r.e 
compledty sequence for A. 1-71 
The index set characterization F INa ~<~ FIN obtained in Theorem 3.4 will now 
make it ;elatively easy to prove some interesting facts about the class of sets having 
type 1 i.e. complexity sequences. In the next section we shall examine the degrees 
and structure of sets in this class. Before leaving the present section, however, we 
shall sl',ow in Theorem 3.5 that the class of r.e. sets having type 1 r.e. complexity 
sequen2es properly contains the nonspeedable sets. We shall construct an r.e. set A 
for wb.~eh FINj, <~ FIN but EMP,¢ ~1 FIN. To ensure the iatter, ;"e first partition 
the na,ural numbers into infinite disjoint recursive set'; ~ fete (tot example, 
N °)={(x, i}: x ~ to}). Then to prevent some ~Oe from being the unwanted 1 to t 
reduction of EMPa ~<1 FIN we shall try to enumerate all of N~ into A if a~d only 
if Wq,~,,,) is infinite, where ne is an index for N ~.  At the same tin,e, to ensure 
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FINz ~<~ FIN, we shall be cancelling sets (i.e., causing them to be unequal to A) 
which are being e~aumerated too fast on too many arguments. In the end we shall 
see that the only sets W~ which can remain un'caneelled forever are the ones for 
which Wc~ A is finite. Tae cancelling process may finitely often disturb the enu- 
meration c f elements of N¢e) into A. When this happens we simply discard an initial 
portion of N~):and start the enumeration again with an  index for the remaining 
part of N Ce). From now on let Nc~'~= {(x, i): x e ¢0}. The construction will involve 
movable markers like those in [ 19, t~. 165 ]. 
Theorem 3.$, The~e exists a speedable set A which has a type 1 r.e. complexfty 
sequence. 
lProot. Weshall construct A as follows: 
Let N °), i e a~, be the partition of ¢0 as defined above. Let N~ ) = {x e NCi): x i> m }, 
and let n~ be an index for N~ ). Let d e ~1 be a simultaneous enumeration of 
Ko = {(x, i): x e W~}. For every e e a~ place a marker Fe on the least element of N~ e~ 
and set me -- 0. Let A.- be the elements enumerated in A by the end of stage s. 
During the construction, certain elements may be "flagged" meaning that they 
are appointed special markers, or "flags". In this construction, once a flag is 
appointed it ~s never removed. 
Stage 2s. Assume d(s)--(x:~, is) and that x~ e N~e)~ Perform the following steps: 
(i) If x, e A2,_ 1 or i, has been cancelled then go to stage 2s + 1. 
(2) If x, has been flagged previously then cancel i~ and go to stage 2s + 1. 
(3) If i, ~< e then cancel i,, flag x,, set rne = x~ + 1, move Fe to the least element of 
N~, )c~ A2,-~, and go to stage 2s + 1. 
(4) If F, is not resting on x,, then enumerate x,, in Az~ and go to stage 2s + 1. 
Stage 2s + 1. Dovetail the enumeration of Be = W~,c,~,), e ~ w, for s steps. If no 
"fresh" element is enume:ated then go to stage 2s + 2 Otherwise, assume x ~ Be is 
the first "fresh" element enumerated. _The~ enumerate the position of F~ into A2~+ 
and move Fe to the least element of N~:,)c~.,~. Go to stage 2s + 2. End of 
construction. 
The theorem will be proved in the following lemmas. Let me.s be the value of me 
at the end of stage s. 
Lemm2 21.6.. For all e e a~, lim: me.s exists. 
Proot. F'..'-r every e, me changes value only when some i -<- e is cancelled in step (3)of 
s~_ge 2s. Since no, i is cancelled more tha.i once, me changes value only finitely 
often. 
Lemma 3.% A is speedable. 
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Prooh Assume to the contrary that EMPa ~<~ FIN. Then there is an index e such 
that for every i, 
W~ c~ A~ = 0 ¢:> W~a~, is finite 
Let m = lim, m,., and let So = (txs)('qt > s)[m = m~.,]). Then at s,ep (3) of stage so, F~ 
is moved to the least element of N (~,,,,  and ~.:~p (3) is never again executed for any 
x, ~ N ('). Also, for all stages > So, n ~ -.: n,,,,e since the value of me is m from stage So 
onward. 
Now if l,v'~,e.a~ is infinite then for infinitely many stages 2s + 1 > So, the least 
/V(e) 
element of . . , , ,  not already an element of A, is enumerated in A. Therefore 
N~' )n  A~ = 0. 
On the other hand, if W,~,(,~,) is finite then there is a stage s~ > so beyond which F~ 
will never again be moved at any stage 2s or 2s + 1. Therefore Fe comes to rest on 
~r~) which will never be enumerated in A, and so N~,~ ) ~ ~7 #- 0. some x ~. . . ,  
In either case, we have a contradiction to our assumptions about ~#~, since n e is 
an index for N~ ~). 
Lenuna 3,8. A has a type 1 r.e. complexity sequence. 
~2 Proof,, Define the recursive function g ~ by 
i l  if i has not been cancelled by the end of stage s, 
g( i , s )= 0 otherwise. 
Assume lim~ g(i, s )= 1. Then i is never cancelled. Consider any x ~ W, n fi,. If 
(x, i) was considered at stage 2s then steps (1), (2), or (3) could not have been 
executed. So step (4) was executed. Then some Fe, e < i, must have been resting on 
x at stage 2s, But no ,re ever moves unless its current position is enumerated in A. 
Since there are only finitely many ,re with e < i, there can be only finitely many such 
x. So IV,-c~A is fini~.e. 
On tl~e other hand, if lim~g(i, s )=0 then i was cancelled at some stage 2s. 
Wher~e',er a,. i is cancelled, some x e W~ c~ .ed~2s i  either flagged at stage 2s or has 
been flaggect previously, and a flagged x is never enumerated in A. So W, n A ~ 0. 
This g then satisfies Lemma 3.3. and therefore FINa ~<~ FIN. So :4 has a type 1 
r.e. complexity sequence. 7-1 
4. Degrees and structure ot r.e. sets possessing type 1 roe. cornplexRy sequences 
Since all nonspeedable sets have type 0 and therefore type l r.e. com-31cxi~y 
sequences, we know [241 that every r.e. Turing degree contains an r. '~. set with a 
type 1 r.e.c.s. We have seen that the  low r.e. degrees, r.e. degrees a for which 
a '=0 ' ,  are exactly those degrees all of whose r.e. members are nonspeedab!e. 
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Perhaps the degrees aH of whose r.e. members have type 1 r.e, complexity 
sequences comprises a strictly larger class than the low degrees. That this is not the 
case is s[~.own in "~eorem 4.1. 
'l['heorel~a 4.1. An r:e. degree a contm'ns an r.e. set A w]iich does not have a type 1 r.e. 
complexi~ sequence if and only ira' > 0'. 
ProoL (::-->): This follows immediately from Corollary 2.4. 
(<::): Assume a'  >0 '  and let A ¢/~ be an r.e. set. Let B = {x: Dx nA ~ ~} where 
D~ i.s the: fir, J~.e set of canonical index x [19, p. 70]. Clearly B is r.e. and B - - r  A. We 
will show that FIN. "~ ~t  FINn. Then FINn ~<x FIN would imply FIN A ~ FIN and 
hence A "-~t FIN A ~- ~ F IN-  ~ fl". 3But A" ~< ~ ~" can be true only if A'  ~< rK - r ~' 
~'~ 
[ 19, p. ,~.,.,j, a contradiction. 
We prove FIN A ~<~ FINn by constructing the recur~ive function f~ ~1 which 
gives us the 1 to 1 reduction. During the constructio'c certain elements x may be 
"flagged by" other elements v. This means that x ~s appointed a marker which 
indicates element v caused x to be flagged. Thi.~ marker may later be removed. Let 
[~ ~ ~ be a 1 to I recursive function such that W~t~) is as defi'.aed in the following 
construction: 
CONSTRUCTION. Let Wpt,) be as defined in Rogers [I9, p. 132]. (Roughly 
(x, y, u, o)e Wot~) if and only if {e}S(x)=y whenever D~S and Do __q S.) The 
construction proceeds in stages. 
Stage s. For every x < s perform the following steps: 
(1) If x is flagged by v and DonA~ ~ ;fl then x ceases to be flagged by v. 
(2) If x is not flagged by any v then let Vo=(~v)[v <s and ~o z is currently 
flagged by v and Dock ,  and (3u)(3y)[u<s and D,~A.  and (x ,y ,u ,v)s  
If vo exists then enumerate Vo in Wr(~ ) and flag x by Vo. Otherwise do nothing. 
End of construction. 
We cJlairn that FIN A ~<1 F1Na via f. For x is in We A if and only if x becomes 
permanently flagged by some wsuch that Do __ ~, (and hence v e/~ ~.~ no other 
element becomes permanently flagged by v). This v is enumerated in W,(e) and for 
any Vo, if vo is enumerated in Wrte) and Vo does no~ permanently flag some x0 E We A, 
then Vo a B. So there is a 1 to 1 correspondence b tween the elements of We A and 
the elements of i,t~t~)n/~. Therefore W~ L is finite if and only if Wr(,)n B is finite: 
proving our claim. So FIN A ~<1 FINt~, and we are led to a contradiction. 17 
We know from Theorem 3. ~ that speedable se~:s can have type 1 r.e. complexity 
sequences. Effectively speedable sets, however, cannot, as will be shown in Corol- 
lary 4.5. 
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)etinition 4.2. (Blum.) An r.e. set A is effectively speedable if ,here is a recursive 
unction ~re~a such that for every t and e, if ~V~=A and w~ is total, then 
"~izrtr(i,e) =A. and 
(~x  )[ cl)i(x ) > g,~ (x, CI) ~(i.e )(X ))l. 
[~efinig~on 4.3. (Blum.) An r.e. set A is subcreative if there is a sequence {a~" / e w} 
md a recursive function s e ~ ~ such that W~u) = A ~ {ai} and aie A e¢, a i ~ V/,. 
~This s is called the subproductive function for A). 
Blum and Marques [7] showed that the effectively speedable sets are the same as 
:he subcreative sets. Define COF = {i" W~ is cofinite} and note that COF is S3- 
zomplete (i.e., COF  -----x flt3~) as proved by Schoenfield [20, p. 38]. It is not hard to 
ihow that for any r.e. set A, F INn ~<~ COF. Lemma 4.4. shows that if A i~,:, 
mbcreative then FIN~, has the highest possible 1-degree, and hence effectively 
~peedable sets are at the opposite extreme from d~ose possessing a type 
1 r.e.c.s. 
Lemma ~.4. I f  A is subcreative then COF ~<~ F.I Na. 
Proof. Define the recursive function f~ ~/7~ 3 such that for every n, m, i, 
Wf¢.,.,.i) = D,, u{x" (Vy)[m ~< y ~< m + x ~ y =_ W, ]}. 
Consider ~he following facts 
(1) If W~ is coinfinite then 
(a) (~tn)(Vm)[Wfo,,.,.i)is finitel, 
(b) (Vn)(Ztm > n)[D,  = Wn,,,,.i;]. (This is because for c-cry n there is an m > n 
such that m~' W,) 
(2) If V¢] is cofini/e then 
Ot~(:;, m))[m > n ::~ Wro,.m,i)=w], 
where (n, m/ i s  the standard pairing function [19, p. 64], so (~ ~~(r,, m))t:bbreviates 
"for almost all pairs (n, m)". 
Let s , -~  be the subproducfive function for A. Let Wr,):-U.,>,,~,, w~t~..,,,,~. 
We claim that COF~<~FIN~, via r. For if W, is cofinite then (V~(n,m>) 
'~' -A ]  since [m > n ~ W~¢,.~.~) = to], which implies (V~(n, m))[m > n ~ , ~r~,.,-.,~,- 
aft,.,,,.~) must be in A. But then Wm)~ fi, is finite. 
On the other hand, assvme Wr,)n, '~ is finite but that V~', is coinfinite. Say 
W,¢~n ,4 =D, .  Then by fact (1)(b), there is an m >n such that D,~- Wr~,.,,.,~. ~ut 
W~o;~ W~(fu~.,,,~;--Au{at~,,.,,,.~} where, since D,,c'.A =~L an,, ..... ~_A, ,,~d 
aru,,.,.i)giD,,. This means that att,,.,,,.~s Wr(i) r',A and at c,,.,..,,e~D,,, :,. cuntradi':- 
tion. J 
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Cor~'  4;S. I [A is effectively speedable (or, equivalently, subcreative ) then A does 
not have a type l r.e: complexity sequence. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 4.4, since othe~/ise COF ~<~ FINa ~<~ FIN, 
a contradiction. [i] 
Since all creative sets are subereative, we know that creative sets cannot have 
type 1 r.e. compleXity sequences. 
We now turn our attention to the class of simple sets and its well-studied 
subclasses. A comfinite r.e. set A is finitely strongly hypersimple if there is no 
recursive function f such that for all x and y 
(1) x # y ~ Wr~>c~ w~c~): ~, 
(2) wtc~>nA #~, 
(3) Wrc~ ) is finite, and 
,A) U~ wtc~)=-A. 
Deleting condition (4) we obtain the definition of A being hyperhypersimple and 
fm+,her deleting eonditio,:.~ (3)we have A strongly hypersimple. A coinfinite r.e. set A 
is dense simple (strong,~y dense simple) if for every total (p~trtia[) recursive function 
~0e~ 
0¢~x)[¢,(x) del;.ned =} q~, (x) ~ a~ ], 
wlnere a~ is the x th meraber o f /~ in numerical order. For other definitions ee 
Rogers [19]. 
The relationships among these different subclasses of the class of simple sets are 
summarized in Fig. 1. We already know from Corollary 2.5 that there are simple, 
hypersimple, and eve,., strongly dense simple sets which are nonspeedable, and 
t.la x i ma I 
/ \ 
Quasi-maxima! r~maximal 
Hyperhypersimple ~- -~"  Strongly hypersimple 
Dense simple 
\ 
F in i te ly  stroncjly hypersimple 
/ 
Hype rs imp I e 
Simple 
Fig. 1. The family of simple sets. 
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therefore have type 1 r.e. complexity sequencc~, but that all maximal or even 
finitely strongly hypersimple sets are speedable. Nor can maximal or even finitely 
strongly hypersimple sets have type 1 r.e. complexity sequences. The following 
prod-? is inspired by Jockusch's proof [ i0, T~eorem 6.1] of the cz~se where fi, is low1. 
Thet~rem 4.6. It' an r.e. set A has a type 1 r.e. complexity sequence then A is not 
maximal or eve~ finitely stror~g!y hypersimple. 
Proof. We ar~-z given that F INa <~ FIN and therefore, from Lemma 3.3, we know 
there is a recursive func,:ion g ~ ~ z such that 
lim~ g (i, ¢) - 1 ~ x ~ FIN~,, 
and 
lim~ g(i, s) - O ~ x e Ha. 
Clearly there is an effective procedure which from an index for thi~- g,, znd for any e, 
finds an "ndex for a recursive function g~ e ~z  satisfying 
lim~ g~(x, s )= 1 =~ ~0~(x)s FINz,  
and 
lim~ ge(x, s)=O---~q~(x)~H,~. 
Assume that A is finitely strongly hypersimple. We shall use g, to construct an 
array of sets, [ W,o,(x): x ~ oJ], which will contradict our assumption. 
Assume for convenience that for all x, g:(s, s )= 1. Implicit use of the recursion 
theorem [i9, p. 180] allows us to assume that the index e is k~aown during the 
simple construction which follows: 
CONSTRtCT!ON.  At stage s, let x =(tzz)[z<-s and g~(z,s)= 1] and then enu- 
merate s in ~,(~).  End of construction. 
We first claim that for every x, lims ge (X, S)= 0. AssurrJe to the contrary that there 
is an x for which lim~ ge(x, s):= 1~ and 1~.~,,~ x0be the least such x. Then for all x <x,,, 
lim~ ge~.x, s) = 0 and therefore for all sufficie~.tiy large s, s is enum crated ir~ .W~.~x, at 
stage s But then W,,o~) is cofir~ite, which implies ~p~ (x)~' FIN~. a contradiction. 
So we know that for every x, ¢~(x)eH~,, or equivalent!y that W~.~)c-.A ~f~. 
Also, ,t is not hard to see that each W~.(~ ~ finite a~d t~lat '~v~.<.,~-. ,~,~.(~,~:=~ 
whenever x :~ x'. Finally, since for all s. g~(s, s) = I, every s is e~uq,.c~ated into some 
W,~,0, ~ and therefore ~_J~ W,,(:,) ~_ fi~. And we have thus contradicted1 ~'.:, assumption, 
that A is findtely strongly hypersimple. ~-~2 
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If the complement of a coinfinite r.e. set A satisfies "A is semi-low~" (i.e., A is 
no~aspeedable) then Robinson has proved [18, Theorem 5.3] that A has a maximal 
superset (see Corollary 2.5) and thus A exhibits strong structural behavior similar 
to that of recursive sets. (For a ,more intuitive proof of this see [23, Theorem 2.2].) 
Theorem 4.7 shows that this ~ true also of any r.e. set A whose complement is
se~ai-low~.5 (i,e., F INg<~ FIN and therefore A has a ty!~e 1 r.e. complexity 
se~ence).  This again raises the possibility that for r.e. A, ~. semi-lowLs implies 
~,(/~) ~¢a ~, as was discussed irz Section 1. 
The proof of Theorem 4.7 follows the general method used by Friedberg for 
constructing a maximal set (see Rogers [19, p. 235]), but is greatly complicated by 
the requirement that the maximai set constructed must contain the given set A. To 
construct a maximal set M hawing this property we use a finite injury priority 
argument. (For a similar result using the hypothesis "A i_s low2" (FIN A ~<r FIN: 
instead of "A is ~emi-lowL.s" (F_ IN~ ~<x FIN)see Lachlan [11, p. 440].) 
The e~state of x at stage ~ :o "-= -..~,,integer given by 
orff(x)= Y'. {2~-'" x ~ Wi.~}. 
We shall use markers Fe, e ~ to. As in the usual maximal set construction [19, p. 
235], each marker Fe will try to move so a~ to maximize its own e-.state. Unlike the 
usual construction, however, the elements left unoccupied by markers at the end oi 
any given stage will not necessarily 0e enumerated in M at that stage. An element x
may be restrained from entering M at stage s if, at stage s, x has a higher e-s;tate 
than some marker ,re which has not been permitted (by an oracle, as we shall see) tc 
move to x at stage s. 
Each Fe must come to rest: on an elemen~t of ,2~. Since we do not know in advance 
which elements are in A, at each stage s we shall make decisions based on the 
information we do have about A, as to whether or not to permit a given marker F~ 
to move to an x with a higher e-state. Asiide from the fact that A is r.e., the only 
info~maation we have about A is that there is a recursive function f such that 
FINg :<-t FIN via f. At each stage s~ and for each marker F¢ and e-state or, we define 
a candidate set U~. ¢. possibly empty, which is composed essentially of those ele- 
meres x which at stage s are desirable to F~ because their e-state tr = try(x) is 
greater than the current e-state of F~. Usii~g the recursion theorem, we define the 
set Wqt~.~)= {x: (=ts)[x ~ U~.~]}. Then 
W~tq~e.,,)) is infinite ¢~, Wqt~.,,)c~ A is infir.ite, (4.1) 
or in other words, if and only -;f the set of all candidates which at some stage s have 
e-state or and are desirable tG [e at stage s contains infinitely many elemen,:s of/~. 
We therefore use Wj¢q~,.~,)~ as an oracle in that we do not permit F, to move tt~ an 
x E U,,~, unless a new element becomes enumerated in Wrt4t,.,,)). In the end, this 
strategy will ensure that each marker F, comes to rest on an element of A and 
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consequently that each W[(q(e,o-))actually must be finite. Because each marker F~ 
maximizes its own e-state relative to the complement of A., M will be maximai. 
To gain intuit ion let us consider marker  Fo which comes to rest on the first 
e lement of ~Q and which moves in an attempt o rest on an element x ~ 14"o - A (i.e., 
! ! an elem, ent x ~_ A whose 0-state is o-~ = 1). If Fo sees x ~ -'4 o,~ -A~ and moves to x, 
then perhaps x c-. A ,  at a later stage t > s, so F,, is forced to move again at stage r If 
this happens infinitely often, then F0 will not come .'o rest, hence M = 0. Thus, 
instead of rashly moving F0 to an apparently desirable x ~ W0.s-A~ when x 
appears,  we eaumerate  all such x in our set of candidates Wqm.,n~, and we cau- 
tiously wait until some stage t > s when the corresponding "oracle set" Waqm.,n,, ) 
permit~:Fo to move by having the cardinality of l, Vt-,~m.~,~ ~ increase at stage t. We 
then move Fo to the least candidate x ~ Wqm.~,~ (if such x exists). Now Fo 
cannm move infinitely often unless Waq~o.~:~ ) permits infinitely often (i.e., is 
infinite). But then W4.mx,,),-" ,4 is also infinite by (,'4.1) and thus Fo comes to rest 
on one of these true candidates, a contradiction. The crucial point is that the semi- 
lowa.s hypothesis util ized in (4.1) enables us in a weak way to determine for an 
apparently desirable x ~ Wo.~- As whether  x is a true candidate (x E ft,) or a false 
one (a'~ A). 
Theorem 4.7. I]' A is a coinfini~e r.,::, set such that FiNA ~<~ FIN, then A has a 
maxb:,~al superset. 
lProoL The desired maximal set M will be defined in the construction below. Each 
stage s in the construction is di-,ided into s + 2 sub,;tages, one for each e, 0 -<- e ~< s, 
and a final st~bstage s + 1. At each substage e, n<_ e ~< s, marker F~ will be consi- 
dered, and at substage s + 1 t,le elements of Ms will be  defined. At substage e of 
stage s, candidate sets U~ will be defined for evmy e-state m By an implicit use of 
the recursion theorem,  we define t!,e recursive funcdon q ~ ~2 such that for every e 
and e-state or, 
= {x:  (3s ) [x  = Ugl}. 
Assume FINA <~ 1 F IN via f. Let As be the result of s steps in some fixed enumera-- 
tion of z t. Assume that at the beginning of the cor, structic_m each marker Fe, e ~ w, ia 
resting ,)n integer e. 
CONSTRUCTION.  Stage s. Assume m,, is the current position of Eaarl, er {e. 
Then Let U°,~ {me} and ;~" " • = L, ,s =~, for each e-state o r>0 whe e> s Go to, 
substa~ e 0. 
Subsiage e (for O<-e <~i ;). For every i, let m, be the curren ~, position of marker  1~. 
Assume for convenience that m_l = - i. Let 
B~ ={x" x: ~_ A~ and x~M~-~ and x >m~_l}. 
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Perform the following steps: 
Step (1). I f  m~ E As  then do the following: 
(a) Let Ue°:, ={x: x ~Be and 0¢Y)[[Y <x  and y ~Be]:-> Wf¢¢te.o)).~ - Wrt¢¢e.o)).~ = 
that ,.. ~.~  v since Be is cofinite and the least element of Be will be in 0]}. (Note to ,,~ 
(b) For all o-, 0<o-~<2 ', let U~°~ = {x: x ~B~ and x~ U T.~-~}. 
(c) Let  Xo = (gx)[x E U2 °] and move F~ to Xo. Then go to step 3. 
Step (2). ff m~A~ then let t be m,.'~* !~Qt.__ stage, if such exists, durin~ which 1~ 
moved. (Note that it is possible that t = s if Fe was "displaced" at step 3 of a 
orevious substage of stage s.) If at stage t, Fe was permitted to move by oracle 
Wft¢ce,~,)) atstep I or 2, let ye = or. If F~ was not permitted (i.e., F~ was displaced) or 
if F~ has never moved, let ye = 0. Then do the following: 
,~ ~.  ~ 2 e, (a) For ew~ry o-, ,,-.~o 
( i)  if or < % let U~s =~, 
(ii) if or=y~ let Ue~.s={x" x = m~ or [x ~B~ and x ~ U/~:~-I]}, 
(iii) if or > Te let U~,s = {x: x c Be and [x e U ~e.~ or o'St.x~" ', = ~r]}. (Note that Ue,~ ° 
will alwrty~ be finite since at any stage s only finitely many x have e-state,,; 
tx~.,..t~.) ors  • . - 
(b) Le~ oro be the greatest e-state, if it exists, such that: 
(i) y¢ <oro~.<2 ~, and 
(ii) Wtt,~te.,,o)).s- Wrtcte.,,o)).s-1 #0, and 
U,,ol (iii) (3x)[x ~ e.~,. 
(c) If oro does not exist then go to substage + 1. 
(d) If oro exists then let Xo=(l~x)[x ~ Ue~,~ °] and move Fe to Xo. Then go to 
step 3. 
Step (3). Let i be the greatest integer such that i >~e and Xo>~ m~. Then for all 
n > 0, move marker Fe+. to m~+,,. (For all n > 0, we say that Fe+, is displaced by F~ 
at stage s . )Then go to substage e + 1. (Note that if i = e then no markers are 
moved.) 
Substage s + 1. Let 
Us =&:  (::le)(::lor)[x ~Ue~sl}. 
Define 
Ms =lds - luAsu[Us - l -Us ]  
(i.~., enumerate into M any element x which was being restrained by some Fe at a 
previous tage but which is ~o longer being restrained by any Fe). Then go to stage 
s ,  ; End of constructior~. 
The theorem is proved in th~ following lemmas: 
Lemma 4,tt. For every e, e-state or, and stage s, U~.°, is finite. 
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~ . .  Proof. Clearl3 ~t ~:, ~a,~ case that at most finitely many new c!cments are placed into 
any U,~ at steps lb  or 2a. Since each U~ is finite initialiy, it suffices to show that 
whenever step la  is performed the resulting U~'~ is finite. Ass,zinc to the contrary 
that U~°~ is infinite as a result of step la  c,f some stage s and substagc e. Then it is 
easy to verify that, since the set B~ is always ,..o~ni:e, c,,., mus~! be cofinite. 
Therefore Wq(,.o) is cofinite. It also must be the case that for arbitrarily large y, 
W~'(,rc,.,)).~ = Wt(4(~.o)).~ and therefore Wf(q(e.O)) iS finite. From the definition of f, we 
then know that Wq(~.o)O A is finite, a contradiction si ace A is coinfinite. 
Lemu~aa 4.9. For every e, marker F~ comes to rest. 
Proof. Assume by way of induction that all markers F~, i < e, have come to rest by 
some stage So. Assume that F~ moves infinitely often. Aftcr stage So, F~ is never 
disp!~aced at step 3 of any substage. So. for any stage s > So, F~ can move only at step 
lc  or 2d of a substage , and we are assuming that F~ moves at infinitely many such 
stages. At either step lc or 20, Fe ,noves only if some oracle Wf(q(~.~)) permits I'~ to 
move. Therefore for some e-state o" Wf,,q(~.,~)) must permit infinitely often. Let ~, be 
the greatest e-state such that Wttq(~.v) ) permits infinitely often. Although the case 
for y = 0 and the case for 3' > 0 are slightly different, it is not hard to see that in 
either case Wr(q(~,v)) must be infinite. Assume that beyond stage s~ (where we 
assum~ s, > So) no Wf(q(~,~)) (or o- > 3" ever oermits ~ to move. By examining steps 
lb  and 2a, and substage s+l ,  we sec that for all S>Sl ,  if xe  U~.~ then either 
x~[  "~' .~. .~+1 or x~A~.  By Lemma 4.8, U~.~ is finite for all s. So f,',r almost all 
x c Wq(~.,v), either x e A or 
(=It)It > s, and (Vs)[s > t --~ x e U~]]. (4.2) 
Suppose ~,bat at some stage s >s , ,  F~ is permitted by oracle VCr(q~,v, to move to 
x~ !Je~. Then by examining steps 2b, c, and d, we see that x is the least member of 
U~,, and t~aat Fe can never move from x unless there is a t > s such that x c= A, in 
which case x~' ",v b.~ definition of Be. So if I ;  moves infinitely often, there can be no t,J  e , t  
x e l,V~(,.v) satisfying (4.2) above, since such an x would eventually become the least 
element o~, U~, for some stage t > s, at which stage Wr(q(e.,)~ permits Fe to move. So 
for al~ncst all x, x ~ Wqce.,)) implies x S A, or in ether words, Wq(~.~c-: A is finite. 
But then by the definition of f, l,l,}(q(~.vj)is finite, a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.10. For every e and e-state or, W,(~.~,)c~ fi, is finite. 
ProoL By Lemma 4.9 we know that all markers come to rest. Assume tha~ beyond 
stage ;o, all markers Fi, i ~< e, have come to rest. "F~en ior all stages s > so, the y,, 
defined in step 2a remains constant. Let cr be an e-state such that cr <~ 3',.. Then for 
xll stages > So, Ue.~ ~_ U °~,so, since at such stages U~ is defined oitber~ .... a~ step 2ai ~- 
2ali. So by Lemma 4.8 and the definition of q, 'A,q~e.~ is tinit~: and therefore 
l,V¢(~.~on A is finite. 
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Assume then that ~ > ~'e and, by way of contradiction, that W~,,~.~) c~.~ is infinite. 
Then Wt-¢~c,.,,)) is infinite. But  for all x,~ A and all s > so, if x ~ U,.% then x ~ U~.%+ ~. 
So by Lemma 4,8, and since Wq(e.~,) c~ A is infinite, there must be a stage s > So such 
that there is an x ~ Ue.% and Wf~ate.,,)) pert'nits at stage s. But then Fe would move at 
stage s by step 2d, a contradiction. 12] 
~ma 4.11. M is maximal and A ~_ M. 
Proof. That A _ M is obvious because at substage s + 1 of stage s the elements of 
A,  are enumerated in Ms. 
By Lemma 4.9 we know that each marker Fe comes to rest. It is not dig~cuk te 
verify that for any stage s > e, at substage s + 1 the current position of Fe is an 
element of U,..% for some e-state cr and is therefore not enumerated into Ms 
Therefore the final position of each Fe is not an element of ~ .  So M is coinfinite, 
For each e, assume marker Fe comes to rest at stage se, on  position m, with a 
corresponding value of ye as defined at step 2 of substage of stage s~ + 1. There 
cannot be infinitely many x such that x~M and x has an e-state cr > ye. For 
otherwise, infinitely many such x would ~ventually become enumerated in Wqt,.~ 
for some o- > ye. It would then follow that W.vt,.,o c~ 3~r is infinite and therefore that 
W,a,.,oc~ A is infinite since A _M.  This contradicts Lemma 4.10. 
Now assume that M is not maximal. Let ec~ = (tzi)[ W~ n/t it  and ~ c~ 3~r are both 
infinite]. Then there exist eo-states O'o and ~r~ such that or~ > cro and infinitely mary 
x ~ M have eo-state cr~ and infinitely many y z M have eo-state O'o. 
Since each ,u,"q~e.,,~c~ M is finite, we can choose y ~ M with e0-state cro such that if 
y ~ Wqte.,o then e > eo. Let e~ be the least marker index such that m,~_~ > y. Then by 
the definition of the set B, at substage , for every s > se~, y~ Ue.% for any e i> e~ and 
e-state or. Since y~M,  it must be the case that for each s >s~ there is an e, 
eo<e <e~, and an e-state cr such that y ~ U~.  Then there must be an e, eo< e < e:, 
and a stage s >s~ such that y ~ U"  e.s, for some e-state or. But then for this :~, 
~retv~,">~'fe~,. .. by the condi?.ions of step 2a. Let cr~ be the e-state of y. Then 
cry ~o',~(y)~ y,. Consider any x~M with eo-state o'1 an/! let ~r, be the e-state of x. 
Then since e > eo and crt > o'o. or, > o'~ ~ ye. This implies that there are infinitely 
many x such that x~ M and x has an e-state cr > ye, a contradiction, as was shown 
above. UI 
For any r.e. set A let X°(A)= { W: W D A and W r.e.}, the lattice of supersets of 
A under inclusion, and let ~*(A)  denote the quotient lattice of .Y(A) l~edulo the 
ideal ,~ of finite sets. Lachlan [ 12, p. 21] defined a countable Boolean algebra ~ tc~, 
be an ~V3-Boolean algebra if (relative to some effective G6del numbering of its 
elements) the Boolean opere aons of meet and join ,m ~ etre recursive and the 
ordering <~ is ::1'¢3 (namely ?~ in the arithmetical hierarchy [19, chapter 14]). 
Lachlan [12, Theorem 6] proved that for any 3V3-Boolean algebra ~ there is an 
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r.e. set B :inch that ~*i ,B)~ ~. We can generalize Theorem 4.7 by proving that in 
the conclusion "B is maximal" can be replaced by W*(B)~ where Y3 is any 
:IV:l-Boolean algebra. We omit the proof which is a slraighfforward combination 
of the proof of Theorem 4.7 with Lachlan~s proof [12, Theorem 6]. 
Theorem 4.12. I f  A is a coinfivite r.e. set such that A is semi-low ~.5 (F!N~ ~l FiN) 
and ~ is any : IVY-Boolean algebra, then there exist~ an r.e. set B ~_ A such that 
.o~* (B ) ~ ~. 
The significance; of this theorem is that the coinfinite r.e. sets A such that fi~ is 
semi-low~.5 structurally resemble nonspeedable coinfinite sets B (because the latter 
satisfy ~*(B)= ~*) even more closely than was previously suspected. It is an open 
question 'hether such sets A satisfy o~'*(A)~ ~*. It is also open whether the 
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